
Working at HQ 
Workstation & Laptop policy

As part of the on-boarding process for a new starter joining Hakim Group at HQ, we want to ensure that everyone is fully equipped 

and prepared to start their new role from day one.

To support new team members, we are providing some clear guidelines to all department heads within HQ on what options are 

available for new starters based on their role and the team that they will work in.

These are listed as follows:

Unless you are a HQ team member who works remotely, then HG would provide a workstation with the relevant software to complete 

their job role. This should be set up and ready for day one of their employment.

The following departments would have a remote work option:  

Marketing, Digital, Operations, Executive team, Buddies & Amplify.

It is the responsibility of the department head to communicate the following options to their new starter:

1. An allocated workstation which is uploaded with the relevant software, to complete their job role.

2. A laptop provided by HG using a fixed specification, uploaded with the relevant software to complete their job role.

3. There is an option for the new starter to use their own laptop, but HG will add any software needed for them to carry out their  

 job role. (This would be completed on the first day of employment upon request).

4. HG can provide up to £300 as a contribution for a new starter to purchase a laptop of their choice and we will provide the  

 relevant software as above.  If the team member leaves their employment prior to completing their probation period, then the  

 amount would be recovered in their final salary payment.

If there any specific requirements other than the options above, then this will need to be raised with the department head prior to the 

first day of employment.

Department head instructions

It is your responsibility to complete the Workstation and laptop request form to register your new starter requirements.  This must 

be submitted at least seven days in advance of the first day of employment for your new starter and sent to the operations team on 

operations@hakimgroup.co.uk  and copied in HR on HR@hakimgroup.co.uk

As part the induction policy the department head will need to ensure that everything is ready for their new team members first day of 

employment.    
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